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Necessary and sufficient conditions are proved for a @*‘-Young function G 
(with independent variable t) to be convex (resp. concave) in t2 in terms of 
inequalities between the second derivative of G and the first derivative of its 
Legendre transform G’ (with independent variable s). It is then proven that a Young 
function G is convex (resp. concave) in t2 if and only if c’ is concave (resp. convex) 
in s2. These results, along with another set of inequalities for functions G convex 
(resp. concave) in t*, allow the proof of the uniform convexity and thereby 
of the reflexivity with respect to Luxemburg’s norm 11 f ilc = inf(k > 0: 
In d5 G(f (Q/k) < 1) of the Orlicz space Lo(Q) over an open domain fJ c R” with 
Lebesgue measure d& When applied to G(t) = 1 tip/p and c’(s) = I$“/p with 
P -’ + (p’)-’ = 1, the preceding results lead to the shortest proof to date of two 
Clarkson’s inequalities and of the reflexivity of L’spaces for 1 < p < +co. Finally, 
some of these results are used to solve by direct methods variational problems 
associated with the existence question of periodic orbits for a class of nonlinear 
Hill’s equations; these variational problems are formulated on suitable Orlicz- 
Sobolev spaces WmL,(Q) and thereby allow for nonlinear terms which may grow 
faster than any power of the variable. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a @*‘-Young function G, namely a twice differentiable convex 
even R +-valued function defined on R such that lim,,, G(t)/t = 0 and 
lim t-1 f co G(t)/t = f co; this implies in particular that G is strictly decreasing 
on W, strictly increasing on R +, satisfies G(0) = 0, and grows faster than 
1 t1 as 1 tI -+ +oo. Now let e be the Legendre transform of G, namely, 
&)=ya{Islr-G(t)}. (I.1 > 
* Excerpts presented at the 87th Annual Meeting of the American Mathematical Society, 
San Francisco, January 1981. 
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I& follows from the definitions that G’ is also a Young function and that 
G = G. Let D be an open domain in R” with Lebesgue measure d<; we shall 
denote by L&2) the Orlicz space associated with the Young function G. 
namely, the linear hull of the convex balanced set KG(R) consisting of all 
real d&measurable (equivalence classes of) functions f on R such that 
~,(.I-) =I. &W-W) < +m. 
“’ R 
(1.2) 
It is known that LG(Q) becomes a Banach space with respect to 
Luxemburg’s norm ([l-3]) 
(1.3) 
It is also known that ,!,&a) is reflexive if and only if both G and c’ satisfy 
the global d-condition in the following sense: if vol(Q) = +co one has 
G(2t) < lG(t) (1.4) 
and 
Q2s) < put(s) (1.4’) 
for some positive A, p and all C, s E R, while if vol(Q) < +co, relations (1.4) 
and (1.4’) only hold for 1 t1 > t, and 1s I > s,, for some positive I,, s,, respec- 
tively. Finally, all of the above shows that L&2) is reflexive if and only if 
La(a) is reflexive. In this paper, we shall exhibit a set of new sufficient 
conditions to be satisfied by a@? ‘*‘-Young function G in order that L&2) be 
uniformly convex with respect to (1.3) and thereby reflexive. The whole 
structure is centered around the notion of convexity (resp. concavity) of G 
with respect to the square of its argument, which we shall first characterize 
in terms of inequalities between the second derivative of G and the first 
derivative of c (Section II); we shall also prove new inequalities which 
involve G alone. We shall then prove that a Young function G is convex 
(resp. concave) in t* if and only if 6 is concave (resp. convex) in s* and we 
finally combine all of those estimates to show that L&2) is uniformly 
convex with respect to Luxemburg’s norm (1.3). When applied to 
G(t) = Itl”/p and c’(s) = IsIp’/@ withp-’ + (p’)-’ = 1, the preceding results 
lead to the shortest proof to date of two of Clarkson’s inequalities and of the 
reflexivity of LP-spaces for 1 < p < +co. In Section III we shall use our 
results to solve by direct methods variational problems associated with the 
existence question of periodic orbits for a class of nonlinear Hill’s equations; 
these variational problems are formulated on suitable Orlicz-Sobolev spaces 
W”‘L,(R) and thereby allow for nonlinear terms which may grow faster than 
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any power of the variable. Parts of these results have been announced in (41 
and, with much more restrictive conditions on the nonlinearities, statements 
about the existence of periodic orbits for a class of nonlinear Hill’s equations 
have appeared in [5]. These studies have been motivated in the first place by 
stability problems of colliding particle beams in circular intersecting storage 
rings [ 191. 
II. YOUNG FUNCTIONS WITH CONVEXITY PROPERTIES IN THE SQUARE OF 
THEIR ARGUMENT AND REFLEXIVITY 
OF THE CORRESPONDING ORLICZ-SOBOLEV SPACES 
We shall say that a V ‘*‘-function G on R is convex (resp. concave) in t2 if 
there exists a 5+? ‘*‘-function H on IRt such that 
G(t) = H(x) (II. 1) 
with x = t2, where H is convex (resp. concave) in X; moreover if G is a 
Young function we shall denote by G’ its derivative with respect o t and 
also, for simplicity, by G”’ the derivative of its Legendre transform with 
respect o s, by H’ the derivative of H with respect o x, and so on. Finally, 
by @“*‘-function we shall mean a function which is twice continuously 
differentiable verywhere xcept possibly at the origin. We first prove the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let G be a %?“*‘-Young function; then its Legendre 
transform C? is convex (resp. concave) in s* > 0 if and only if 
Is I > w(s) G’(s) G”Ms I)> (11.2) 
(resp. /s] < sgn(s) G’(s) G”(t IsI)) (11.2’) 
for each real nonzero s, where t(lsl) is the (unique) solution of 
G’MISO) = IsI. (11.3) 
We have written sgn(s) for the sign function sgn(s) = +l for s > 0 and 
sgn(s) = -1 for s < 0. 
Proof: Write G(s) = J(y) with y = s2; we then have successively 
Q(s) = 2sJ’( y) (11.4) 
and 
P(s) = 2{J’(y) + 2yJ”( y)}. (11.4’) 
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Similarly we get from (11.1) the relations 
G’(t) = 2tH’(x) (11.5) 
and 
G”(t) = 2{H’(x) + 2xH”(x)}. (11.5’) 
Next we have 
from the definition (I. l), where t(l s I) stands for the solution of (11.3); conse- 
quently, we get 
@@I = stv(sN4sl) + t’(lslNsl - G’(44)))I 
= w(s) @I> (11.7) 
and thereby 
Gys) = f’(l sl). (11.8) 
Now taking the derivative of (11.3) with respect to IsI gives 
f(lsDG”(4sl)) = 1 (11.9) 
which, along with (II.S), leads to 
G”“(s) G”(t(l s I)) = 1. (II. 10) 
Substituting (11.4’) and (11.5’) into (11.10) then gives 
&W’W59) + Wh) fW(~)l J”(Y) 
= 1 - 4W’(x&) + 2x(&) ~“Cah91 J’(Y), (II. 11) 
where we have written x(d) = t’(l I) s according to the above notation. Now 
the convexity of G and (11.5’) imply H’ + 2xH” > 0 so that J is convex in y 
if and only if the right-hand side of (11.11) is nonnegative; equivalently, G is 
convex in s2 if and only if 
1 > 4W’(x(&)) + 2x(&) fw(v!i)) 1 J’(Y). (II. 12) 
Expressing then the preceding formula back in terms of G” and C?’ using 
(11.5’) and (11.4) leads to 
1 > G”(t(ls()) G”‘(s)/s = sgn(s) G”(t(lsl))G’(s)/lsI (II. 13) 
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which is equivalent to (11.2). The appropriate change of sign for the 
concavity requirement leads to (11.2’). This proves the proposition. 
Remark. Since the Legendre tranzform of a Young function G is still a 
Young function G such that G = G, one can obviously modify 
Proposition 11.1 to get a similar characterization for G instead of G (replace 
G by G, t by s, and conversely in (11.2), (11.2’)). 
We now prove the following: 
THEOREM 11.1. Let G be a @*‘-Young function; then G is convex (resp. 
concave) in t* > 0 if and only if its Legendre transform C? is concave (resp. 
convex) in s* > 0. 
Proof: From relations (11.5) and (11.5’) we have 
4xH”(x) = G”(t) - G’(t)/t (II. 14) 
for t # 0; thus G is convex in t* if and only if 
G’(t)/t < G”(t). (II. 15) 
Now for s # 0 we have t(l sl) # 0 from (11.3) and the fact that G is strictly 
monotone (see Section I) so that we get in particular 
Wt(lW44)~ G”(t(lsI)> (11.16) 
from (11.15) and thus 
(11.17) 
Now since G” is a Young funtion, it is strictly decreasing on IF- and strictly 
increasing on R + so that we may write 
I G’(s)/ = sgn(s) G’(s) (11.18) 
which, along with (11.7), implies 
I W)l = 4 s I>. (II. 19) 
Substituting (11.3), (II. 18), and (II. 19) into (II. 17) then gives 
Is I < w+) G’(s) G”(t(l sl>) (11.20) 
which is precisely (11.2’); thus Proposition II.1 allows one to conclude that 
G” is concave in s*; similarly one can prove that G concave in t* implies G 
convex in s* by the appropriate changes of sign in (11.14~(11.20). Finally the 
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I$ part of the theorem can= be proved using the only if part above if we 
replace G by G’ and G’ by G = G. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Since the Legendre transform G of a Young function G is still a 
Young function, the convexity of G in t implies in particular the convexity of 
c in s; what Theorem II.1 proves, however, is that the convexity (resp. 
concavity) of G in t* is transformed into the concavity (resp. convexity) of G 
in s2. Convexity properties with respect to the square of the argument are 
therefore not preserved by duality. This phenomenon is best illustrated by the 
canonical example G(t) = ] t Ip/p with 1 < p < +co; we have in this case 
G(s) = (sIp’/p’ with 1 < p’ = p/(p - 1) < +co so that both are indeed 
convex in their respective variable; we see, however, that G is convex (resp. 
concave) in tz if and only if 2 < p < +oo (resp. 1 < p < 2), in other words, if 
and only if 1 < p’ ,< 2 (resp. 2 < p’ < +a-~) or, equivalently, if and only if G” 
is concave (resp. convex) in s2. These statements, along with other 
inequalities to be proved below, precisely explain the change in Clarkson’s 
inequalities for L%paces which occurs at p = 2 (see below). We now prove 
the following: 
THEOREM 11.2. Let G be a g(*‘;function on IR which satisfies G(0) < 0 
(resp. G(0) > 0) and which is convex (resp. concave) in t2; we then have the 
inequality 
GI(t + ~I/21 + Gl(t - ~I/21 < i(W) + G(u)) (11.20) 
(resp. G[(t + u)/2] + G[(t - u)/2] > i(G(t) + G(u))) (11.20’) 
for each real t and u. In particular, every E”2’-Young function G convex 
(resp. concave) in t* satisfies (11.20) (resp. (11.20’). 
Proof: We prove (11.20). We have G(t) = H(x) with x = t2. where H is 
convex in x; consequently, we get 
H’(w +x) > H’(x) (II.2 1) 
and thus 
j; dxH’(w + x) > j; dxH’(x) (11.22) 
for each nonnegative w and z; since G(0) = H(0) < 0, the preceding 
inequality then reads 
H(w + z) - H(w) > H(z) - H(0) > H(z) (11.23) 
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H(w + 2) 2 H(w) + H(z) (11.24) 
which proves the superadditivity of H. We then have, successively, 
G[(t+u)/2]+G[(t-u)/2]=H[{(t+u)/2}2]+H[((t-~)/2}Z] 
< H[(t’ + u2)/2] < +[H(t2) + H(u*)] 
= f [G(t) + G(u)], (II.29 
where the last inequality in (11.25) follows from the convexity of H; this 
proves (11.20). The proof of (11.20’) only requires a change of sign in (11.20). 
Now if G is a Young function we have in particular lim,,, G(t)/0 = 0, which 
implies G(0) = 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. The convexity in t* is crucial to establish (11.20); convexity in t 
along with the parity of G would only imply 
G[(t + u)/2] + G[(t - u)/2] < G(t) + G(u). (11.26) 
It turns out, however, that we shall need the factor f in (11.20) and (11.20’) 
to prove the uniform convexity of L&2). Moreover, Theorem II.2 shows 
that there is a precise connection between the concavity of G in t2 and the A- 
condition defined in Section I; indeed, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 11.2. Let G be ‘Z(2’-function on IR which satisfies G(0) > 0 
and which is concave in t2; then it satisfies the global A-condition (relation 
(1.4) for each t E I?); in particular, every %? ‘2’-Young function concave in t2 
satisfies the global A-condition. 
Proof: Put u = 0 in (11.20’), then use G(0) > 0 and replace everywhere t 
by 2t; we then get 
G(2t) < 4G(t) (11.27) 
for each t E R. This proves the proposition. 
Remark. An elementary argument based on the mean value theorem 
show that a @(*‘-Young function G satisfies the global A-condition if and 
only if we have 
tG’(t)/G(t) < A (11.28) 
for each t > 0 and for some constant 1 > 2 (see for instance [2]); relation 
(11.28), in turn, then shows that G may not grow faster than (t ]* since the 
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integration of G’(t)/G(t) < l/t with respect o t over the interval It,, t 1 for 
some t, > 0 leads to the estimate 
0 < G(t) < C(t, ; A) t.‘, (11.29) 
where C is uniform in I; since relation (11.29) also shows that G may not 
grow exponentially fast, we end up with 
COROLLARY 11.1. Let G be a F?‘*‘-Young function concave in t*; then G 
may not grow faster than 1 t14; moreover there are F”*‘-Young functions 
convex in t* which do not satisfy the A-condition. 
ProoJ: From (11.27) and the mean value theorem we successively get for 
t>O 
.2t .2t 
4G(t) > G(2t) = j dyG’(r/) > j dgG’(q) > tG’(t) (11.30) 
0 t 
which is equivalent to (11.28) for A = 4; this, along with relation (11.29), 
proves the first statement of the corollary. Now consider the @*‘-Young 
function G(t) = exp[t*] - 1; we have in this case H(x) = exp[x] - 1 (relation 
11.1) so that G is convex in t*; G, however, does not satisfy the A-condition 
according to the above remark. This proves the corollary. 
The preceding results along with an adaption of Luxemburg’s method in 
[ 1 ] (see also McShane’s contribution in [6]) now allows us to prove 
THEOREM 11.3. Consider a $7 (*‘-Young function convex in t* which 
satisfies the global A-condition; then the Orlicz space L&J) is uniformly 
convex with respect to the norm (1.3) and thereby reflexive; moreover, L&2) 
is also reflexive. 
Proof. We have to show that Ilf )JG = )I g//c = 1 with IIf - gJ\, > E for 
0 ( E < 2 implies Il(f + g)/2]], < 1 - a(e) for some a(e) > 0. From 
inequality (11.20) with x = f(r), y = g(r), we get (see also Proposition 11.3) 
VG[(f + gY21 G W,(f) + V,(g)1 - VG[(f - g)/21 (II.3 1) 
according to (1.2); now if I( f Ilc = (1 g]], = 1 we get V,(f) = V,(g) = 1 from 
(1.2) and (1.3) so that relation (11.31) implies 
VGl(f + g)Pl G 1 - ~,I(./- - g)Pl. 
From the A-condition we now have 
G(f (6) - g(8) < kG(f (8 - g(O)/2 
(11.32) 
(11.33) 
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for some k > 0 and also a 8i(e) > 0 such that Ilf- gll, > E implies 
VG(f - 8) 2 4(&l. (11.34) 
Integrating (11.33) over R leads to 
v,(f - g> < kV,l(f - gY21 
which, combined with (11.34), gives 
(11.35) 
4(&)/k < vcd(f- d/21. (11.36) 
Substituting (11.36) into (11.32) then implies the estimate 
VGl(f+ gY21 < 1 -4(&)/k. (11.37) 
Finally from the d-condition one again there exists a ?&(6,(&)/k) > 0 such 
that (11.37) implies 
IlGf + WII, < 1 - WW)/k>. (11.37a) 
Letting d(e) E 82(S,(e)/k) then proves the uniform convexity of L&2); 
consequently, L&J) is reflexive and so is L&J) (see Section I). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. As far as the reflexivity of L&2) is concerned, the preceding 
result is a particular case of the general statement made in Section I; if G is 
convex in t’, then G’ is concave in s* according to Theorem II.1 and thereby 
satisfies the d-condition by Proposition 11.2. Consequently, both G and G 
satisfy that condition under the hypothesis of Theorem 11.3. 
We still note the following elementary proposition: 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let G be a SF”*‘-Young function convex in t* and let 
(I? be its Legendre transform; for eachf, g E K,(Q), we have 
VG[(f + d/21 + VG[(.f - d/21 < tvw> + V,(g)) (11.38) 
and for each f, g E L&2), we have 
Vd(f + d/21 + Vd(f - d/21 2 fKAf I+ Vdg>), 
where V, is defined by (1.2). 
(11.38’) 
Proof: Apply, respectively, (11.20) and (11.20’) with t = f(T) and 
u = g(r) and use (1.2). The proof is thus complete. 
Now let WmLG(R) be the Orlicz-Sobolev space consisting of all real- 
valued functions f E LG((0) whose weak partial derivatives Oaf also belong 
409/89/I-22 
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to L&2) for all Q such that 1 a] ,< m (we have used the usual conventional 
notation for D” and 1 al). Equip IV,!,,(R) with the norm 
Ilfllm,c = o<y&m llD=fllG (11.39) 
for which it becomes a Banach space. Theorem II.3 along with standard 
arguments (see, e.g., [3, 7)) then allows us to state the following result whose 
proof will be omitted: 
THEOREM 11.4. Consider a $F’ ‘*‘-Young function convex in t2 which 
satisfies the global A-condition; then both WmL,(f2) and WmL&2) are 
reflexive with respect to Ilfllm,c and Ilfll,,a, respectively. 
Examples and Remarks 
We first consider two Clarkson’s inequalities and then the three most 
popular examples usually discussed in the literature (see, e.g., [ 1,2]) and 
finally more exotic examples relevant o problems in accelerator physics. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Two Clarkson’s inequalities and reflexivity of Lp(Q) for 
1 < p < +co). The preceding results immediately imply the following: 
THEOREM 11.5. (Clarkson [8]; see also Boas [9].) Let f, g E L”(R) for 
l<p<+c~.Zf2<p<+m wehavetheinequality 
ID- + ml; + IW - ml; G f(llfll:: + II gIli (11.40) 
while if 1 < p < 2 we have 
IIV + &?I/2 11; + IKf - g)/2 II:: 2 wll; + II gll;h 
where we have written Ijfll$ = s, d<If(l)lP. Moreover, Lp(fl) is uniformfy 
convex for 1 < p < +m. 
Proof: Choose G(t) = I t/“/p for 2 < p < +oo; we then have 
G(s) = I sIp’/p’ with 1 < p’ < 2 so that G is convex in t2 while G’ is concave 
in s2; we then successively apply Proposition II.3 and Theorem II.3 (since G 
obviously satisfies the A-condition). Thus completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 2. Choose G(t) = exp(] tl) - (t I - 1; we then have G(s) = 
(l+lsl)Wl+l~l)-l I s ; we may thus choose (see relation (II. 11) 
H(x)=exp[\/;;] -\/;;- 1 (11.42) 
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so that an elementary calculation implies 
4x3/*HN(x) = exp[fi](\/;;-- 1) t 1 > 0 (11.43) 
for x > 0 since the right-hand side of (11.43) vanishes at x = 0 and is strictly 
increasing in 6. The Young function G is therefore convex in t2 but does 
not satisfy the A-condition because of its exponential growth; Theorem II.1 
and Proposition II.2 imply, however, that G’ is concave in s2 and does satisfy 
the global A-condition. Consequently, neither L&2) nor L&2) are reflexive 
and 6 does not grow faster than s4. In this particular example, it actually 
grows slower than s2. 
EXAMPLE 3. Choose G(t)= exp[t’] - 1, in which case there is no 
explicit representation for G; however, we may take 
H(x) = exp [x] - 1 (11.44) 
which shows that G is convex in t2 and, consequently, that G’ is concave in 
s2; thus G’ satisfies the global A-condition and may not grow faster than s4; 
neither LJQ) nor L&2), however, are reflexive since G may not satisfy the 
A-condition. 
Our next example is concerned with a function G which is convex in t, 
convex in t2 but which is not a Young function. 
EXAMPLE 4. Choose G(t) = t(erf(t) - 1) t ~-1’2(exp[-t2] - l), where 
erf(t) = zn- 112 I ‘dt 0 exp[--t2] (11.45) 
for t > 0 and erf(-t) = -erf(t) (error function). We then may choose 
H(x) = fi(erf(fi) - 1) + 7c-“‘(exp[-x] - 1). (11.46) 
An elementary calculation shows that 
~x~/~H”(x) = 2~~“‘fiexp[-x] + (1 - erf(+)) > 0 (11.47) 
so that G is convex in t2; since moreover G(0) = 0, G satisfies inequality 
(11.20). Observe also that G is convex since G”(t) = 2~” exp[-t’] > 0; it 
is, however, not a Young function since G is not even. 
A slight modification of the above example leads to a function G which is 
convex in t but concave in t2, as shown in 
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EXAMPLE 5. Choose G(t) = terf(t) + K ‘“(exp(-t2] - 1); G is 
obviously convex in t; we now have, however, 
H(x) = fierf($) + n.-“2(exp[-x] - 1) (11.48) 
which leads to 
4H”(x) = ~TC-“*X-’ exp[-x] -x-3’2 erf(&) < 0 (11.49) 
since l,fi dt exp[--t*] > fi exp[-x] for each x > 0. This result was proved 
in [5], implying thereby the concavity of G in t*; since moreover G(0) = 0, 
G now satisfies inequality (11.20’). It is, however, not a Young function since 
we have lim,,,, G(t)/t = T 1; G is nonetheless bounded above by a Young 
function convex in t* since we also have the inequalities 
0 < G(t) < t2 (11.50) 
(see [5]). This example is important since G represents the potential felt by 
one charged particle moving in the magnetic induction field generated by an 
anisotropic Gaussian current density in a circular-intersecting storage ring 
(see [5, Sect. III; 10; 111). 
Observe finally that our class of uniformly convex Orlicz spaces L&2) 
differs from Luxemburg’s; for instance G(t) = 1 t/“/p with 1 < p < +co 
belongs to Luxemburg’s class, whereas it belongs to ours only for 
2 < p < +co; for 1 < p < 2, it belongs to the dual class. 
In the next section, we shall apply some of the above results to variational 
problems involving nonlinear Hill’s equations. 
III. SOME VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING 
NONLINEAR HILL'S EQUATIONS AND THE 
EXISTENCE QUESTION OF PERIODIC ORBITS 
Not only do inequalities (11.20) and (11.20’) allow one to prove the 
uniform convexity of the corresponding Orlicz spaces L&2), they also make 
possible the solution of a large class of variational problems involving 
nonlinear Hill’s equations by direct methods. Consider indeed a continuous 
periodic function 2 with period T, let W:,, be the Sobolev space of the real- 
valued functions z on (0, T), equipped with the norm 
(III. 1) 
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where ]]z]]z = ~,‘dt9zz(0). In (ILl), z’ denotes the weak derivative of z. Now 
consider a %F(“-Young function G, satisfying the d-condition; we shall 
denote by L,,,, and WILG,,T the corresponding Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev 
spaces on R = (0, T), with norm (11.39). With z E W’L,,,,fT W:,,, we next 
consider the family of functionals defined by 
2S[z] = 2S,[z] + 2/3j0’ de@(B) G@(e)), (111.2) 
where S, stands for the quadratic functional 
2x&l = llz’ll: - n 11~11: (111.3) 
In the preceding expressions, n and /I are real parameters; we moreover 
assume that G is a @“*‘-function on R which satisfies the inequality 
0 < G(t) < G,(t) (111.4) 
for each t E R and which is concave in t*; we finally require that the 
periodic function 2 be uniformly bounded in 8: there exists a positive 
constant K such that 
Wl&WK (111.5) 
for each 19 E (0, 7). Observe that we do not require that G itself be a Young 
function. Standard considerations now show that the Euler equation 
associated with functional (111.2) reads 
z”(e) + nz(e) = p&e) qz(e)), (111.6) 
where F(t) = G’(t); for n > 0, it consequently represents a periodically and 
nonlinearly driven harmonic oscillator with frequency fi, equations of the 
form (111.6) have been widely used in accelerator physics to describe, in 
particular, beam-beam interaction phenomena in storage rings (see [ 10, 11, 
191). In this section, we shall investigate the existence of periodic orbits for 
Eq. (111.6); the orbits we are interested in are of the form 
z(e) = y 27rim z, exp 
m=-cc [ I --Fe 
with z-, = Z;, for each m E Z and have a vanishing average 
(111.7) 
z. = 
c 
T dez(e) = 0. (111.8) 
0 
409/89/l-23 
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The corresponding Euler equation is now 
z”(B) $ nz(B) = pLqe> F(z B)) t a, 
where 01 E R is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to constraint (111.8). 
We shall denote by IV:,,,,, LG,,,r,, and WILG,,,T1 the subspaces of, respec- 
tively, W& LG,,T, and W’& of all periodic orbits (11.7) satisfying (111.8); 
we shall also equip Wi,,,, with the norm 
11z111.2 = llz’ll* (111.9) 
equivalent o (111.1) on W:,,,, since we have ]]z]]: < (T/27r)’ ]]z’]]:; this is a 
consequence of (111.8), of an elementary calculation of ]]z]]~ and /]z’]]~ in 
terms of their respective Fourier coefficients and of the inequality 0 < T (see 
[5] and also [12], h w ere estimates like the one above are referred to as 
Wirtinger’s inequalities). Our first case of interest is that of a subharmonic 
potential G. We assume that there exists a positive constant y such that the 
inequality 
G,(f) < v2 (III. 10) 
for the Young function G, holds for each t E R. We then have the estimate 
h,(z) < Y 1141: (III. 1 1) 
according to (1.2) so that z E Lfr, implies z E KG,,lTl ; consequently, we have 
z E 43 ,[T] simx KG,,,TI = LC,,,T] 
that L& c LG,,lrl ; 
(as a consequence of the d-condition) so 
this last inclusion, in turn, immediately implies that 
w:,,,, = W’LG,,T, * The variational problem 
inf S[z] 
ZEQITI 
is therefore well posed if glTl denotes any nonempty closed and convex part 
of w:.,,,; its solution is described in the following: 
THEOREM III.1 (The subharmonic ase). Consider the functional (111.2), 
where 2 and G satisfy the above conditions; assume moreover that 
0 < fi < 271/T (111.13) 
and that 
0 Q IpI < (4n2 - nT2)/2yKT2. (III. 14) 
Then if pJ< 0 on (0, T), there exists a unique solution z E q;Tl to the 
variational problem (III. 12). 
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Proof Pick y, z, Wi,,,, ; we then have 
S,KY - 4/21 + S&Y + zY21 = W,[Yl + S&l) 
from (III.3) so that we get 
(III. 15) 
SI(Y - zY21 + S[(Y + ZIPI Q W,[Yl + &&I) 
+ CPP) j de@W(~) + G(z))(~ 
= 5LvYl + w, (111.16) 
as a consequence of (11.20’) and /32 < 0, or equivalently, 
S[(Y - zY21 < M[Y] + @I) - S[(Y + ZW]. (III. 17) 
We next observe that 
according to (111.4), (1.2), and (III.1 1) so that we get 
since j?JG(z) < 0; from (111.2), (111.3), and Wirtinger’s inequality we then get 
the lower bound 
31 - w42(n + 2 IPI KY)) ll~ll:., < S[zl. (111.19) 
Replacing z by (y - z)/2 in the above inequality and combining with 
(III. 17) leads to the estimate 
%<I - w74*h + 2 IPI KY)) II Y - 4:.2 
< fNY1 + Sbl> - S[(Y + ZIPI (111.20) 
We next observe that condition (III.14) implies 
1 - (T/27q(n + 2 (PI Ky) > 0 so that S[z] > 0 for all z E W:,,,, 
and thereby also for each z E q TJ ; the functional S is consequently bounded 
below and coercive on q,.r. There exists therefore a minimizing sequence 
{z”) CZAR) such that 
lim S[zN] = d = iny7, S[Z] > 0. (III.2 1) 
N-rW 
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The fact that (z”} is a Cauchy sequence in qT, immediately follows from 
the inequality 
$(l - (7p7q2(n + 2 p KY)) I/P - zq:,* 
< $(S[z”] - S[zN]) - 4 (111.22) 
(which follows from (111.20) since q* is convex) and (111.21); the sequence 
(z”) is therefore convergent to some z E qr., since q;Tl is closed. Finally the 
relation 
S[z] = d (111.23) 
follows from (111.21) and the continuity of S and the unicity of z follows 
from an adaptation of the arguments given in [ 131: assume there exists 
another y E qr., such that 
S[y] = a. 
We want to show that y = z; consider the new sequence z’” defined by 
TN = zN for some bps and fN = y for all the remaining ones (which ones we 
choose is irrelevant as long as we allow for an infinite number of A% in each 
case); we then have the estimate 
which implies 
lim S[.Pj = (I 
N-r02 
SO that ZN is also convergent to some z’~ qTl since we may still apply 
(111.22) to fN. Now observe that zlN possesses by definition two remarkable 
subsequences; the first one is y, y, y ,..., which implies that y = 2. The second 
one is obtained by deletion of y everywhere in fN so that we get 
simultaneously a subsequence of z N; this implies that y = z’= z, which proves 
unicity. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. Under the above conditions we have S[z] > 0 and S[O] = 0; 
consequently, the minimizing solution z E gtrl of the preceding theorem is 
the trivial one z 3 0 as long as qrl contains it; thus the minimizing function 
becomes nontrivial if and only if @Ytr, does not contain z = 0; this happens, 
e.g., if we choose q,., of the form qrl = w + IV,&,, where W&2,,T1 
denotes the closure with respect to (111.9) of S?gIT1, the space of smooth 
periodic orbits with compact support on (0, 7) satisfying (111.8) and where 
u/f 0 is chosen fixed in Wi,,,, but does not belong to WA,2,[rl; qrl is then a 
nonempty closed convex part of W:,,,, which does not contain z = 0, 
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as shown by simple considerations. Another example is %$-l= 
{z E C,T, :z>ty}, where WE W&l takes on positive values on some 
subinterval of (0; 7). 
EXAMPLE (The nonlinear error function model in accelerator 
physics). This example refers to the fifth example of the preceding section; 
we choose 
G(t) = t erf(t) + ~-“~(exp[--t~] - 1) (111.24) 
so that all the above conditions are realized (see [5, Sect. II); in particular, 
we may choose G,(t) = t2 so that the inequalities (111.4) and (111.10) are 
satisfied with y = 1 according to (11.50); we then end up with the following 
particular result, formulated in the accelerator physics jargon (see [ 141 for 
the terminology). 
THEOREM 111.2. Consider the action functional 
2S[z] =]]z’]]:--n]]z]]: t 2/3j:‘d&$e)(zerf(z) 
t n-“*(exp[ -z”] - l))(0) (111.25) 
o* 5324 ; under the same assumptions as in Theorem III. 1 (with T = 27c), in 
particular with a magnetic field index n satisfying 0 < n < 1 (weak focusing 
regime) and IpI < (1 - n)/2K, there exists a unique nontrivial minimizing z if 
q2nI 3 0, whereas ifq2,, 3 0, there is a nontrivial minimizing periodic orbit 
in q2,,. 
Remarks. The preceding result is related to the existence question of 
periodic orbits of (for %& = IV:,,,,,) 
z”(B) t *z(B) = jlLT(t9) erf(z(0) + a (111.26) 
under the conditions 0 < n < 1 and i/3] ( (1 - n)/2K. We have also shown in 
[5] by another method that Eq. (111.26), under the above conditions and with 
a = 0, possesses no nontrivial classical (@2)-) periodic orbit with period 
0 < T< 2n which satisfies constraint (111.8) and no classical periodic orbit 
whatsoever if 0 < T < 2; observe that these results are nontrivial; indeed we 
may also consider Eq. (111.6) as associated with the periodic Hamiltonian 
H(z; z'; e) = $(z')~ + (n/2)z2 -pii G(Z) 
which is easily seen to be jointly convex in (z, z’) if and only if 
n > pii(e) Gyz(e)). 
(111.27) 
(111.28) 
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This condition, in turn, is always realized for IZ > 0 (harmonic oscillator), 
/32< 0 on (0, T) and G convex, thus in particular for (111.24) since 
G”(t) = 2~ - l’* exp[t’] > 0; but this precisely means that the physical system 
governed by (111.27) may experience restoring forces toward its center and 
thereby exhibit an oscillating behaviour. The next case of interest is that of a 
superhamonic potential G. More specifically, let G, and G, be two ‘P- 
Young functions; assume moreover that C; is convex in t2 and superhar- 
manic in the sense that the relation 
G,(t) > f2 (11.29) 
holds for each real c such that ] t 1 > t, for some t, > 0. This implies in 
particular the inclusion KG,,,rl ~Lfrl (see, e.g., [2]); assume also that G, is 
concave in t* and subharmonic in the sense of relation (111.10); this implies 
that $1 = KGI,(Tl (same argument as that leading to (III. 11)). The superhar- 
monocity of G, and the subharmonicity of G, then imply the inclusions 
K G,,[T] CL::; cKG~,,T, and thereby W%,,r, = w:.,,, = W'KG2,,T,, where 
WIKGi,ITl denote the corresponding Orlicz-Sobolev classes; for 
’ E WIKG,,,T, we then consider the functional given by (111.2) and (111.3) in 
which we write the potential G as 
G(t) = G,(f) - G*(t). (111.30) 
We shall see below that the above class of potentials may contain functions 
with arbitrary polynomial growth and also, in all situations where the A- 
condition is not imposed, functions which may grow exponentially fast. We 
now have 
THEOREM III.3 (The superharmonic ase). Under the above conditions 
and with G, satisfying the A-condition, consider the variational problem 
inf S[z], 
ze4[T] 
(III.3 1) 
where g&l c W'Kc,.~q denotes a nonempty convex part of Wi,,,,, closed 
with respect to norm (111.9); assume moreover that /3d”> 0 on (0, T) and that 
relations (IIIJ), (111.13), and (III. 14) hold. Then the variational problem 
(111.31) has a unique solution in qrl. 
Proof: G, convex in t* and G* concave in t2 certainly imply G convex in 
t* by (111.30); we also have G(0) = 0 so that inequality (111.17) holds as a 
consequence of /?J> 0 and (11.20). We next observe that the inequality 
- G2W < G(t) (111.32) 
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holds for each t so that 
Finally we have successively 
Pjo’ d@&Q GM@) = ~~~or~~~@?) G&(e)) / < IPI fW&) 
G IBI KY 11~11: (111.34) 
by the subharmonicity hypothesis for G,, so that estimates (111.33) and 
(111.34) lead to the lower bound 
(111.35) 
which is similar to (111.18); the rest of the proof is therefore similar to that of 
Theorem 111.1; this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. We assumed j?J< 0 in Theorem 111.1, whereas we have 
/32> 0 in the above statement; for a periodic function 2 with a given sign on 
(0, T) (e.g., 40) = cos*(t9)), this simply corresponds to a switch in the sign 
of the constant /I; in the applications concerned with problems in accelerator 
physics, the sign of /I is, in turn, determined by the sign of the electric 
charges of the beam particles. Observe finally that we can make about q;Tl 
and the (non)triviality of the minimizing solution the same remarks as those 
following Theorem III. 1 
We now consider the following examples: 
EXAMPLE 1 (A superharmonic potential with polynomial growth). We 
choose in this case 
G,(t) = ItYIP, P>2 (111.36) 
and 
G*(t) = t*/2. (111.36’) 
G, is indeed convex in t2 and satisfies the superharmonicity condition with 
I/(P-2). t,=p 3 G, may be considered as concave in t2 and satisfies the 
subharmonicity condition with y = 1; we then have 
G(t) = 1 t Ip/p - t2/2 (111.37) 
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which satisfies the superharmonicity condition with t, = (3p/2)“‘“-~ “; 
Theorem III.3 then applies since G is convex in t2. Observe the fact that 
inequality (11.20) holds although G may exhibit concave regions and 
inflection points; a typical example is 
4G(t) = t4 - 2t2 (111.38) 
which corresponds to the Euler equation 
Z”+nz=p&z3-z)+CI (111.38’) 
EXAMPLE 2 (A superharmonic potential with exponential growth). We 
choose in this case 
G,(t) = G(t) = exp[t*] - 1 (111.39) 
(see Example 3 of Section II) along with G,(t) = 0. We showed in the 
preceding section that G is indeed convex in t2; it is also superharmonic 
since we have the obvious inequality 
t2 < exp[t2] - 1 (111.40) 
valid for each t E R; Theorem 111.3, however, does not apply since G, does 
not satisfy the d-condition; the above variational problem is nonetheless 
related to the existence question for periodic orbits of the equation (if 
%I = Wh,) 
zn + nz = 2/LJz exp[z*] + a (III.4 1) 
and we can say the following in this case: we have G(t) > 0 for each t so 
that we get the estimate 
S[zl> %Jzl (111.42) 
since /Id”> 0, where S, is the harmonic oscillator functional (111.3); S conse- 
quently becomes coercive on %$, as soon as 0 < fi < 2n/T, without any 
further restriction on /I. Here again, the minimizing solution is the trivial one 
as long as T;rl 3 z = 0; we actually have the following result, as a 
straightforward adaptation of the proof of the theorems in [5, Sect. II]. 
THEOREM 111.4. Consider the dz@erentiaZ equation (111.41) with 
0 <fi < 27r/T and an arbitrary p; then if j.IJ> 0 on (0, T), Eq. (111.41) 
possesses no nontrivial Qt2’-periodic orbit with period T satisfying constraint 
(111.8). 
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Proof For any @2’-periodic orbit of (111.41) we have (see [5, 
Proposition (II. 1 )]) 
S[z] = p 1’ de@) 1 G(z) - + G'(z) 1 (8). 
0 
Now for the above example (111.39) we get 
Z(z) = G(z) - (z/2) G’(z) = exp[z2](1 -z’) - 1 (111.44) 
from which we see that Z(0) = Z’(0) = 0; moreover we have Z”(z) < 0 for 
each z, which proves the concavity of I; therefore we have Z(z) < 0 for each 
z which, along with @ > 0, leads to 
Sk] < 0 (111.45) 
for each z E @$;Tl ; this, however, contradicts the coerciveness of S if z # 0 
since its lower bound is (1 - (T/2n)‘n) I]z]~:,~ > 0. This proves the theorem. 
Remarks and Open Problems 
We have characterized the notion of convexity in t2 for a Q7’2’-Young 
function G in terms of inequalities between the derivatives of G and G’ and 
shown how that notion is transformed by duality. A first open problem is the 
extension of the above characterization to situations for which the gC2)- 
differentiability is dropped. Also, with regard to our applications to 
variational problems in Section III, observe that the reason why we were still 
able to get coerciveness on IV:,,,, even in the superharmonic ase is the 
inequality pJ> 0. If we switch to /Id” < 0, e.g., in Example 2, the nonlinear 
term becomes an attractive force instead of a repelling one (apply the 
convexity test (111.28)) and coerciveness has to be proved on W’L, with 
respect to Luxemburg’s norm ]I . ]lc; the major problem here, however, is 
that W’L, is not reflexive (see Example 3 of Section II) so that a bounded 
minimizing sequence zN does not necessarily contain a weakly convergent 
subsequence; ven the technique based on inequality (11.20) fails in this case 
to prove norm-convergence since the estimate goes in the wrong direction 
after multiplication by /3x< 0. We finally summarize the results of this 
section as follows: 
Case A (Trl 3 z = 0). This covers in particular all the situations with 
linear constraints, by which we mean that the convex set T;Tl has the 
structure of a linear space (e.g., q;T1 = Wi,,,, with linear constraint (111.8) 
%I = fc,2,ITl9 etc.). In this case, z 3 0 is the only minimizing periodic orbit 
satisfying (111.8); this, however, does not rule out the existence of other 
critical points of S such as saddle points; the existence of nontrivial periodic 
orbits for systems like (111.6) corresponding to saddle points of S was proved 
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in [20). We have, however, exhibited in [5] a class of nonlinear Hill’s 
equations of the form (111.6) containing in particular the error function 
model which, under more restrictive conditions on n, p, and T, do not 
possess any classical periodic orbit of the form (111.7). 
Case B (P,;,lazzO). This covers some situations of nonlinear 
constraints, by which we means that TT, does not have the structure 
of a linear space (for instance yr, =ly + lI&,,zl or yr, = 
k E w:,,,,: z > w}, etc.). In this case, there exists a unique, nontrivial 
minimizing periodic orbit in qr, satisfying constraint (111.8) (Theorems III. 1 
and 111.3); the nature of the corresponding boundary value problem clearly 
depends on the specific structure of qrl; e.g., if qT, = w + Wi,Z,,rl, we end 
up with the following: 
PROPOSITION 111.1. Let y f 0 such that ye E W:,,,, but ye 6? Wi,2,,r, ; 
under the same conditions as in Theorems 111.1 or 111.3, there exists a 
nontrivial periodic orbit with period T of the form z = ye + z’ for some 
fE WL[T, 3 which satisfies the nonlinear Hilts equation 
2” + nz = @F(z) (111.46) 
in the sense of distributions on %?,4T,, 
Proof: Let z = \~r + f be the minimizing solution in q;Tl = v + WA.Z,,Tl ;
for each v E WA.2.,Tl we then have z + Av = w + (f + Iv) E qr, for each 
A E R so that S[z + Av] > S[z]; thus 
S’[z](v) = Ide( z’v’ - nzv + pdF(z)v}(8) = 0, (111.47) 
where S’ stands for the Frechet derivative of S; now choose in particular 
v E g:,, so that we have j,‘df?(z”v)(B) = -1: d0(z’v’)(8) in the sense of 
distributions; we then get 
S’[z](v) = Ior dB{-z” - nz +,&(z)}(v)(B) 
= (-z” - nz + /G@(z), v) = 0 (111.48) 
for each v E qc,)lTl, which completes the proof of the proposition. 
The preceding result applies, e.g., to the error function model F(z) = erf(z) 
with T = 2n and ~(0) = cos(@. For other recent results concerning the 
existence of periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems, we refer the reader to 
[ 15-181. 
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